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      Military Training Instructors/Leaders and Initial Skills Training Instructors Abuse of Power Agreement

Name:

(Print)                   Last                         First               MI               Rank

Org: Off Symbol: Phone:

                                                            READ ALL STATEMENTS CAREFULLY 
                    Initial only after careful review. Failure to comply could carry civil or criminal penalties.

 
      Initials 

2. I understand the above stated instructions apply to trainers providing training (military officers and enlisted, DoD 
civilians, international military or civilian personnel, and contractor personnel assigned or attached to or operating on 
an AETC unit and covers recruiters, applicants, recruits, instructors, trainers, staff, trainees, cadets, and students.   
 
Note: Instructors include Military Training Instructors (MTI); Military Training Leaders (MTL); Technical Training 
Instructors (TTI); Officer Training School (OTS) instructors in the Total Force Officer Training, Commissioned 
Officer Training, and Reserve Commissioned Officer Training programs; Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corps 
instructors and cadre members; Instructor Pilots (IP); Professional Military Education (PME) and Professional 
Civilian Education (PCE) instructors; developmental education instructors; contract instructors; and other instructors 
of trainees, cadets, and students.    

3. I understand these prohibitions begin on the date on which the prospective member becomes a member of the 
Department of the Air Force (DAF) and for six (6) months after the trainee, following graduation from initial skills 
training, reports to the individual's first permanent duty station of assignment or follow-on training program. These 
prohibited activities extend to activities between recruiters or trainers and immediate family members of recruits or 
trainees.

4. I WILL demonstrate an unwavering commitment to uphold the standards of conduct protecting applicants, recruits, 
trainees, cadets, and students in an inclusive environment and accomplish the mission in a manner that safeguards the 
dignity and respect of all members of the AETC team.

5. I WILL adhere to behavioral and ethical standards and dedicate myself to conduct that is professional and beyond 
reproach, even under the most trying conditions.

6. I WILL be worthy of the power and authority the DAF has granted to me and will use it only to achieve maximum 
impact in preparing and molding our next generation of military professionals.

7. I WILL NOT use the power and authority the DAF has granted to me to advance my own personal interests. I will 
neither grant nor seek special favors or treatment under any circumstance.

10. I WILL NOT engage in, nor tolerate in others, maltreatment, maltraining, hazing, bullying, unprofessional 
relationships, inappropriate social contact, ethical or behavioral standards, gender bias, discrimination, or retaliation 
under any circumstances.

1. I have received initial/annual training per AFI 36-2909, Air Force Professional Relationships and Conduct, AFI 
36-2909_AETCSUP, Air Force Professional Relationships and Conduct, and AFI 36-2909_AETCSUP_2AFSUP, Air 
Force Professional Relationships and Conduct, and signed a DD Form 2982, Recruiter/Trainer Prohibited Activities 
Acknowledgment.

9. I WILL actively identify and prevent conduct between trainees or students intended to intimidate, harass, belittle, 
or demean their fellow trainee or student, whether physical or verbal.

8. I WILL NOT allow even the appearance of an unprofessional relationship between myself and a trainee, initial-
skills or advanced-skills training student, or immediate family of the previously mentioned groups for the period 
described in AFI 36-2909 AETCSUP, paragraph 4.2.

Type of Training: Initial Annual



11. I WILL REPORT any and all incidents of maltreatment, maltraining, hazing, bullying, unprofessional 
relationships, inappropriate social contact, ethical or behavioral standards, gender bias, discrimination, or retaliation 
about which I learn, whether through personal observation, end of course surveys, critiques (anonymous or 
otherwise), or oral accounts from any party (trainee, instructor, relative).       

12. I WILL REPORT knowledge of alleged violations or alleged attempted violations of the standards set forth in AFI 
36-2909 and related supplements through the chain of command to ensure notification to the NAF or NAF-equivalent 
commander and the NAF or NAF-equivalent legal office within 48 hours.

13. I understand violations of the specific prohibitions and requirements of AFI 36-2909 and related supplements by 
military personnel may result in prosecution under the Uniform Code of Military Justice, adverse administrative 
action, or discharge from active duty. Substantiated violations of the prohibitions outlined in stated instruction by any 
DAF recruiter or trainer providing initial skills training will require the offender to be processed for administrative 
discharge, unless the offender is otherwise punitively discharged or dismissed from the DAF for the violation through 
Uniform Code of Military Justice prosecution. 
 
OR 
 
I understand civilian personnel and contractors providing initial skills training who violate one or more of the specific 
prohibitions and requirements of the AFI 36-2909 and related supplements may be subject to disciplinary action up to 
and including removal.

Signature 

2 AF FORM 4, 2023XXXX (Reverse)

Date
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